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          Are you using the WebViewer server?

Yes, not able to reproduce the compare difference using JavaScript.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	PDF Manipulation with JavaScript Library
	Printing a document with JavaScript - Alternative Printing Methods
	Applying page manipulations to PDFs directly in the client
	Full API for WebViewer

APIs:	ForceClientSideInit
	Core. WebViewerServerAnnotationManager - serverRoot
	CoreControls. DocumentViewer - options

Forums:	Pdf header not found error while importing xfdf into pdf file url
	Handling stream data through pipe
	The Webviewer is too slow when I use in Interner explorer in my react -app
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          Hi Anugu

Thanks for contacting the PDFTron web team.

Can I know what webviewer server version and webviewer version are you using?

What do you mean for compare difference using javaScript? Could you give me more detail about it? is it related to this sample? PDF Diff Tool: Compare 2 PDF Files| PDFTron WebViewer

Regards

Jack
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          Hi Jack,

Yes , PDF Diff Tool: Compare 2 PDF Files| PDFTron WebViewer for even word documents.
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          Hi Anugu

I am cannot reproduce your issue. I think I need more information.

	
What do you mean for compare differences using Javascript? Could you give me more examples of it?


	
Is there any specific document for the issue?


	
is there any code snippet you are using for the comparison?


	
Can you reproduce it in our demo and how?


	
Which webviewer version are you using?


	
If you are using webviewer server, could you give me the version of it?

Please let me know




Best Regards

Jack
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